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CONTROLLABILITY OF A STEADY-STATH TOKAMAK FUSION REACTOR

Zcinab A. Sabri, Iowa St.ite University
Abdo A. Husseiny, Carnegie-Mellon University

Several modes of feedback stabilization of the power level of a steady-

state thermonuclear reactor have been suggested'to control plasma density

fl-31)and temperature fluctuations during reactor operation; ' In this work we

examine the controllability of a steady-state fusion power reactor by some

of the proposed modes of control; namely by variations in the tritium en-

richment, the injection rate, and the leakage rate of the fuel. Changes in

the tritium enrichment is assumed to be achieved by proper control of the

fuel composition during injection but independent of other control modes.

Variation in the leakage rate can be done through the control of magnetic

field.^

The fusion device is taken to be a tokamak with flat plasma density

(4)and temperature profiles similar to those proposed by Carruthersr

Fluctuations in temperature are not considered here and the fuel is assumed

to contain D, T and He isotopes of densities n , n and n, respectively.

By setting up a material balance over the plasma volume for each species,

three spatially independent nonlinear kinetic equations are obtained. For

slow time variation of the parameters involved, the steady-state continuity

equations are obtained from the three time-dependent kinetic equations. By

assuming that the variations in the density of the species and the controlled

changes in the leakage rate, the injection rate, and the enrichment are only

in the form of small perturbations, the plasma state can be represented by

the linearized set of time-dependent equations

n(t) = An(t) + B u(t) (1)
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where n(t) is the rate of change of the plasma three-dimensional state vector

n(t) which is defined by

6nn

(2)
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where the symbol 6 is applied to the densities to notate linear perturbations

in such densities. The variable U(t) is the control vector,

U(t) =

61

61.

&T

(3)

where 61, 6L, and fir are the linear perturbations in the injection rate per

particle, I(= ) ; the leakage rate per particle, L(= — ) ; and the enrich-

D
ment r(- — ) respectively. Here i. . and t are the mean time of injection

and the confinement time respectively. The system matrix A and the control

matrix B are explicitly given by

A =

- < O V >DD nD0

4 < O V >DD nD0 + r0 L0

" < O V >DT nD0

and

B =

n.)0

nuoro
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" < a v >D3 nD0

(4)

(5)

where the subscript 0 is designated to parameters evaluated at steady state

and <ov>DI), <o"v>DT, and
 <av>D_ are the products of the fusion cross sections
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times UMS relative velocities nveKigcd over the two Muswillian velocity

distributions of i lie two htUT»ct ing species for D-», 0-T, and 0- He

react ions respectivcly.

Kowritinn Eq. (I) in the form

n(t) = An(t) • o^oo41 * Vuo6 1 ' * bsBno*r

where

and b. <*

it can bo shown that the '5*3 matrices

(A j Ab. ( A2J>.) 1,2,3 (8)

arc non-singular for ull the three control variables. Thus, the origin o£

the ii'i^'n, ph^sc plane can be reached in a finite period of time and

the reactor is controllable by variation in tritium enrichment, injection

rate, and leakage rate of the fuel.
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